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After a long and valiant season, the men’s soccer team lost to McNeil last Thursday in a 
gut wrenching game that went into penalties. The loss hit home for many of the senior Chaps as 
for many of them, it was their last game of soccer on a competitive level. 
When asked about the loss, senior Victor Schwartz, had this to say, “We played our hearts out, 
we fought hard, we did all that we could, but at the end of the day, they just had more Mexicans 
than we did.” 

This Westlake team has struggled for much of the 2014-2015 season. This is largely 
attributed to the fact that the Chap’s team lacks pigment. Even with their intense recruiting 
efforts in Monterrey, Mexico, the men’s soccer team is struggling in an area that is proven to be 
of the utmost importance. Senior Pranav Kumar was quoted in saying, “Sometimes I feel like I 
am carrying the team. I have spent every waking hour out in the sun trying to make myself as 
dark as possible, but some members of the team refuse to put the time commitment in 
necessary.”

We at the Morning Wood will not ignore the elephant in the room. We approached Senior 
and the most undoubtedly white player on the team, Chris Thompson, to comment on the lack 
of work put in. “I feel like I have let my team down. Pranav is right, I wasn’t putting in the 
necessary work to make myself look as athletic as I could be. I never wanted to be that really 
white guy on the team, but I feel like I am.” 

It is expected that next year the Chaps will be using spray tans, a strategy adopted by 
Westlake Cheerleading, to further intimidate their opponents. We at the Morning Wood would 
like to congratulate the Men’s Soccer team on a great season!

Go Chaps!

The Fall of Men's Soccer
By: Court Manske

Work Ethic:                -150       -1000

Court's Scheme:          +15           15

Matt's Ego:                  +1934  23456

Jerry's Self:                 -134    -10345
Esteem
 
Sophomore:               +500       1000
Girls

Stock ReportWeather
    It seems only 
fitting that on the 
day of Jesus' death, 
the sky should cry. 
In a less poetic way, 
it is going to be hot 
and wet like Old 
Greg's down stairs 
mix-up in July.
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I am currently scheming on a Sophomore and as a Senior, I am wondering what is the most 
moral pathway to creating a comfortable environment for a successful scheme that still allows me 
to exploit the fact that she is attracted to me largely because I am older than her?

-Anonymous

Good question Anonymous!

 As we saw from the Stock Report, Sophomore Scheme stock is through the roof! The time 
to invest in a sophomore hook-up is now!

A sophomore scheme is effective for three main reasons: 1. Their lack of experience means 
you look like a pro, no matter how sloppy, 2. They are easily manipulated, in that, whether they 
want to admit it or not, they strive to be cool, and 3. Doesn’t matter, had sex.

One of the hardest parts of trying to secure a sophomore scheme is initial contact. 
Remember back to when you were a sophomore. Your dreams had not yet been crushed by your 
favorite college. The world was filled of hope and rays of sunshine. To woo a sophomore, all you 
must simply do is follow the following equation. (All Math Provided by Matt Cosentino)

if((Your hotness on a scale from one to ten)+3)-(Your schemes hotness)>=0)
{

scheme=true;
}
else
{

scheme=false;
}

If you followed the above algorithm and scheme=true, then the scheme is likely to succeed 
and just go on up and ask your sophomore scheme to hang out, if scheme=false, then check your 
privilege. 

The important thing to remember about your sophomore scheme and the answer to your 
question, is to use communication. It is important not ruin your sophomore’s innocence. A scheme 
with a sophomore can be mutually beneficial for both parties if we follow these three steps: 1. Ask 
for consent 2. Let them know you are not looking for a long term relationship 3. Remember how 
you were when you a sophomore.

I hope that we at the Morning Wood have helped you know the do’s and don’t’s of a 
sophomore scheme.

Sincerely, The Morning Wood staff!
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Kevin Tells All: A Love Story

After years of speculation, Westlake High School’s very own Kevin Zarzana has 
fnally come forward to discuss the alleged rumors of his relationship with fellow student, 
Hugo Giordano. The transcript of the historic interview is below.

Kevin: "No problem Court, there has just been something hug(o)e inside of me and 
 I need to get it out.”

Court: “So when did you and Hugo frst get romantically involved?”

Kevin: “We had been friends for a while before we were comfortable enough to 
profess our love. The frst few years of our relationship were flled with 
subtle flirting on the wrestling mat. It started with a brush of the hand, then 
to a friendly butt pat, and then to sudden tickle fghts.

The frst time we kissed was on November 1st of this year. It was the 
happiest day of my life”

Court: “That is a beautiful story, do y’all have plans for college?”

*Kevin begins weeping*

Kevin: “We are going to be so far away… I just don’t know how I can live without 
my big old hunk of man”

Court: “There, there, Kevin. There you have it folks the love story that we have 
been waiting years to hear. Thank you again for coming into the studio, 
Kevin.

Haiku of the Week

Oh God No! Jerry
Oh please don't grudge and pudge me!

I just can't help it
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Humans of Morning Wood
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Oh Ravi, Oh Ravi

A small indian boy dashing in the night
Through trees and shadows
He can only be seen in direct light

This boy is Ravi and he hides amongst the herd
We look for him in the group chat, but he sends 
not a word

When did I last see Ravi?
Singing in my dreams?
In the depths of my nightmares?
Or somewhere in-between

Oh Ravi, Oh Ravi 
Where have you gone
Oh Ravi, Oh Ravi
My beautiful Swan

Oh Ravi, Oh Ravi
Please come back to me
Oh Ravi, Oh Ravi
The indian I never see

A Poem by: Court Manske

00Spejo: Since You've Been Gone
An Editorial

The world has been a little more grim and a lot less safe since Alex Espejo was 
selected as a Pedernales squad leader. Alex, understanding the importance of the role 
given to him, decided to retire his alter ego, the famed 00Spejo, in pursuit of leadership 
and fun. 00Spejo has been out of our lives for some time, and now the world asks, 
“Where is 00Spejo?. Although 00Spejo may be in retirement, his memory lives on in the 
heart of every man, in the lungs of every woman, and in the pelvis of every non-binary 
person. If you are reading this 00Spejo, we miss you.
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A Scholarly Essay:

The Unified Theorem of Butt Hurt
By: Court Manske

Before today, Science only knew one type of butt hurt. It was discovered in 2010, 
when the wild specimen known as Jerry Montemayor exhibited extreme levels of 
defensiveness and sorrow when he did not get what he wanted. The creature was 
observed making his signature call to display butt hurt, “Guys I’m not butt hurt”, and 
science was able to confrm that this was not just a level of being slightly offended, but 
actually a case of butt hurtedness.

In the past few weeks, the scientist at Morning Wood Labs began a new study 
trying to discover the key to breaking butt hurt (This resulted in a spin off TV show 
“Breaking Butt Hurt”), but instead discovered something extraordinarily shocking, an 
entirely new form of butt hurt. 

The Scientists at Morning Wood labs were trying to provoked Jerry into a state of 
butt hurt in the normal fashion, by putting him in the same room as Matt Cosentino. 
Instead of the normal result of Jerry calling his mother to pick him up, Jerry showed us 
something very different. While Matt was trying to record his fnal speech for speech 
class, Jerry was unfazed by Matt’s presence and allowed Will Price to ruin a recording of 
Matt’s speech. This caused Matt to grow slightly angry. Matt, realizing that no progress 
would be made left without saying goodbye. 

This behavior confused scientists and caused them to look further into the behavior 
of Matt Cosentino. What they discovered was the second kind of butt hurt. Similar to type 
Jerry butt hurt, type Matt butt hurt results from not getting what he wants. Type M butt 
hurt differs from Type J butt hurt in how they are displayed. While type J butt hurt is 
usually shown by Jerry being a sad sack, type M butt hurt can cause Matt to lash out 
physically or to storm away from the scene.

The Scientists at morning wood labs were able to confrm this as a type of butt hurt, 
thus bringing into question the scientifc community’s understanding on what it means to 
be butt hurt. This form of butt hurt is expected to be denied by Matt Cosention, but it is 
assured to us by scientists, that it is real, and should be watched out for.

The feld of Butt hurt is ever expanding. The Scientists at Morning Wood labs are 
constantly on the look out to discover new types of butt hurt. Who knows when our 
understanding of the universe will change again.
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Breaking News
Ben and Charles to join track to reunite 

“Pitos Fritos”

In an effort to strengthen their relationship as high school comes to a close, 
Ben Graybill and Charles Bradbury have decided to re-join track. Ben and Charles 
first realized they had connection in 8th grade in middle school track. Their 
relationship, much like Ben and Jaime’s today, is stronger than the average high 
school romance. Ben and Charles not only realized that they were partners in this 
life, but that they were partners in all carnations before this. Ben and Charles 
cemented their bond in this life with the creation of the Pitos Fritos. This group 
aimed to decrease the amount of actual work to be done and increase the amount of 
love and bonobo in the world

Ben will be competing in the 2400m distance event, while Charles will be 
Westlake’s leading sprinter in the 100m dash. Charles has revolutionized the 100m 
dash with his amazing new technique where he allows his mind to wander to a 
distant state and become Chartard. Because of this, he is placed in the special 
olympics and is able to bring home the gold for the Chaps every time. When asked 
how he does it, Bradbury responded, “I spent 10 years in the jungles of South East 
Asia living with and studying the special needs, what I discovered is that each and 
every one of us has a little bit of retard inside of us. (The Morning Wood does not 
condone the R word). I have been able, through intense meditation, unlock this and 
use it at my own will.

Ben, on the other hand does not have it as easy. Having been strictly opposed 
to cardio for the past 2 years, Ben has lost some of his stamina that once allowed 
him to be considered a stud amongst the top middle school distance runners in the 
district. Ben has a long road ahead of him, but he told reporters from the morning 
wood, “As long as I have Charles, I will get through anything.”
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The Trials of Being Victor Schwartz
A.KA. White Man's Burden

“My mom won’t let me have 30 of my closest friends over.”

“I left my wallet at home”

“Winnie won’t hook up with me”

“The referee wouldn’t take my bribe”

“My massage got canceled”

“I haven’t had a massage in a month”

“Everyone thinks I don’t have problems because I was born into a rich family, but in reality I 
am a person just like all of you and am going through the same existential crises and difficult 
decisions. This year I have faced rejection from schools I have wanted to go to my whole life 
and I went through a bad break up, yet people still give me shit about my “problems” and 
expect me to throw a party on a Saturday night when I am tired and feel bad because I had a 
bad day. No one is bringing me cookie cakes when my life feels like I can’t control it, no one 
is throwing me a party when I do something cool. Yes I have problems that aren’t problems, 
but above all I am just trying to tread water like the rest of you.”

“The store didn't have change for a $100 bill.”

Wow that got meta way too quickly.
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A Note from the Author

I spent 7 hours straight making this and simply because it was fun. I think that is 
reason enough. 

This thing is capped out at a little over 2000 words and is probably flled with mistakes 
or things that could have been funnier if I had just changed a few words, but I have to say 
that I am satisfed. I am happy to have great friends like y’all at such a shitty time in my life. 
Certainly I saw my senior year ending in a different fashion, but I will get through the next 2 
months because I know that I have y’all to make fun of when I get bored or lonely.

I have mentioned everyone in this Morning Wood but myself, that wasn’t by design, 
but I want more than just the group chat to see this, so some of the normal jokes associated 
with me won’t go over as well for an uneducated audience. That being said, here goes 
nothing.

“Court took career counseling from Lance Armstrong”

“Did you know I work at Froyoyo?”

“Excuse me, I noticed that you weren’t paying attention to me.”

“If you think I’m cute wait til you meet my brother”

Things you didn’t hear Court say:

“Last Sunday at Church…”

“I voted Republican”

“Mina Lee isn’t perfect”

“I forgive Espejo for eating my cookie cake”


